
Kayaks & Surf Skis

2017 SEI

1: Composite bow & stern handles
2: Deck height & length increased for more protection
3: Tighter catch & lower joint line
4: Much lower volume footwell
5: Twin Venturis for quick draining

www.StellarKayaks.com
Sales/Distribution:
Email: sales@stellarkayaks.com

Boat Stats. SEI
Length 20’ / 6.1m
Beam 18.1” / 46cm
Depth 13.4” / 34.1cm
Paddler 5' 5" - 6' 6" / 1.5m - 2m
Capacity 260lbs / 120kg
Cockpit W. N/A
Cockpit L. N/A

Weights SEI
Ultra 24.5lbs / 11.1kg
Excel 25.6lbs / 11.6kg
Multi-Sport 34.2lbs / 15.5kg
Advantage 32.4lbs / 14.7kg
Sport 33.7lbs / 15.3kg

Grade Construction

Gelcoat finished Kevlar and Carbon fiber 
sandwich construction with Nomex 

honeycomb core. Epoxy resin laminate 
heat cured in the mold.

Excel

Ultra

Clear finished Carbon fiber sandwich 
construction with Nomex honeycomb core. 

Epoxy resin laminate heat cured in the 
mold.

Multi-Sport

Durable single-skin Carbon/Kevlar &
Epoxy hull w/Clear Gelcoat. Epoxy infused

Fiberglass and Soric core-mat sandwich
 construction with a Gelcoated deck.

Gelcoat finished Fiberglass single skin 
construction with reinforced stress points. 
Polyester resin laminate heat cured in the 

mold.

Sport

Advantage
Gelcoat finished Fiberglass infused 

sandwich construction with Soric core-
mat. Epoxy resin laminate heat cured in 

the mold.

6: Water bottle holder / Leash anchor
7: Seat moved forward for better acceleration
8: Rounded seat back for better rotation
9: 3 rudder options for all conditions
10: Hull lines optimized to reduce drag 

2017 SEI - New Features!
Specs (Length: 20’ / 6.1m  Beam: 18.1”/ 46cm)
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The NEW Stellar Elite Intermediate (SEI), the best of both worlds, top end speed and intermediate stability!  The hull has been 
redesigned, greatly reducing surface area and drag, while optimizing the seating position and cockpit.  The G2 SEI has amazing �at 
water glide and can pick up the smallest of bumps, eking out speed where there is little to be found.  In the bumps, the SEI easily 
drops in, carrying speed linking you from run to run.  The position of the rudder allows for excellent control, whether riding a wash or 
running down-wind.  

The cockpit has been re�ned with a narrower catch, twin venturi’s for quick bailing and an ergonomic seat for easy rotation and a 
powerful drive.  If you do get dumped, the gunwales at the seat are a little lower for easier re-mounting.  Other new features include 
a rounded seat for a better and more comfortable rotation, a water bottle holder and composite bow and stern handles.  All these 
changes in the new SEI, paired with our industry leading construction and consistent quality will put a smile on your face! 


